
FALL-WINTER 22-23
NEW AND SIGNATURE PIECES



SIGNATURE PIECES



A luxurious and on-trend material, shearling is double 

sided, one side is wool fleece and the other is skin. The 

latter has a “smooth” (leather) or “velvet” (suede) finish. 

This makes it the perfect combination of a leather and 

a fur coat, especially since almost all Gerard Darel’s 

shearlings have the distinction of being reversible! 

Ideal for the cold, extremely soft and supple, they 

combine nuance and texture for an original and timeless 

look. 

Gerard Darel shearling is amongst the best value for 

money on the market. The skins are selected with 

the utmost care. They are then processed in the best 

tanneries, both sides are perfectly cut to make them 

reversible. Each piece is unique. They are luxury pieces 

that are kept for life and are meticulously cut for perfect 

drape. 

This season, shearling is available in a short coat, a cape 

coat and a straight coat. Versatile, it is detailed with 

detachable zippered hoods, tailored collars and shawl 

collars. It is also available in a beige collarless version as 

part of the winter white trend. 

SHEARLING, 
THE ULTIMATE LUXURY PIECE

DWZ12 W002 7201 DWZ01 W004 7201 DWZ06 W002 6401
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SIGNATURE PIECES

 DWZ11 W009 1600  DWZ13 W003 6401 DWZ05 W001 1600

WHAT’S NEW: curly fleece in pretty shades of gray with 

a tone-on-tone reversible hood. 

DWZ12 W002 7201



A more responsible alternative to 

fur, it looks like real fur but is more 

ethical. From Gucci to Versace, it 

has made a name for itself in the 

world of fashion in recent years. 

Very soft and trendy, it is THE ultra-

desirable cozy piece.

 

This season, it adds a touch of 

style, depth and structure to every 

silhouette: in “shearling” style 

ecru, in a black/hazelnut two-tone 

reversible parka of unequalled 

softness, or in camel on a tone-

on-tone reversible jacket. It will 

bring comfort to even the chilliest 

of mortals when the time comes to 

face the cold.

FAUX FUR
FOR A GENTLE 
WINTER

SIGNATURE PIECES

DWM10 W010 1200 DWM45 W011 9100 DWM39 W014 6900
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Essential for winter, double-sided wool is 

naturally waterproof and windproof. It does not 

pill and resists the weather, and what’s more, it 

is very supple and pleasant to wear. 

Part of the DNA of Gérard Darel, it is acclaimed 

for its incomparable style and the different 

reversible options. 

Soft and supple, this winter double-sided wool 

is in a range of warm colors, as well as brighter 

ones such as green or pink.

At the beginning of the season it can be found 

on a trench coat, a masculine-style overcoat, 

and in a two-tone reversible version on 

collarless or hooded coats.

What’s new: an overshirt-style coat, for easy 

layering and season long enjoyment!

THE DOUBLE-SIDED 
WOOL COAT, 
A MUST-HAVE FROM THE 
BEGINNING OF THE SEASON

DWM28 W028 2801 DWM41 W029 2100
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SIGNATURE PIECES

DWM16 W028 1701 DWM28 W028 1600

WHAT’S NEW: an overshirt-style coat, for easy 

layering and season long enjoyment!
DWM41 W029 2100



These high-quality wool-alpaca or wool-

angora blend fabrics are one of the most 

luxurious materials for winter. Angora rabbit 

hair is long, smooth and glossy, making 

the pieces silky and extremely soft. These 

fabrics are particularly known for their 

warmth, lightness and suppleness. Thanks 

to their thermoregulatory qualities, you will 

feel warm while staying dry. 

This winter, in addition to a new look at 

timeless coats, Darel offers a longer version 

with a scarf-effect collar, ideal to wear over 

dresses for a winter that is warm and stylish. 

These luxurious coats come in a neutral 

color palette that’s easy to wear.

WHEN WOOL
BECOMES LUXURIOUS

SIGNATURE PIECES

DWM72 W037 6100 DWM32 W048 5701
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WHAT’S NEW: a leopard print and a bright 

emerald green.



Created in the Middle Ages, broadcloth has 

traversed time to arrive in our wardrobes 

and impose itself as a must-have this 

season. 

This strong and naturally insulating fabric 

envelops the body in its warmth and 

comfort. Very pleasant to the touch, this 

textile is ideal for mid-winter. 

Gérard Darel makes use of this material 

season after season to create timeless 

coats to fall in love with. From cool casual 

to chic sophistication, these pieces will 

suit any look. 

In black virgin wool, with a structured 

hood and gold snap studs, the color and 

contemporary style of the broadcloth coat 

make it easy to wear.

VIRGIN WOOL 
BROADCLOTH
FOR A TIMELESS COAT

DWM80W0419100
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SIGNATURE PIECES



Face the cold in style with this comfy 

coat that cozies up to technical fabrics.

Originally designed for the cold of 

the mountains, puffer jackets quickly 

became favorites for the town. They’ve 

been around in the city since the 60s 

and every winter new versions can be 

seen on the catwalks of the biggest 

luxury brands. 

Gerard Darel puffer jackets are 

acclaimed for their light and flattering 

cuts and timeless style. This season, 

we find the famous puffer jacket in 

a hunter-style version and in 2 long 

versions with a two-tone and reversible 

hood or adorned with a faux fur collar. 

A thinner version of the puffer jacket 

to layer underneath a coat or oversized 

jacket is still available.

THE PUFFER 
JACKET 
FOR ADDED COMFORT 

DWM69 W023 2401 DWV14 W022 9100

DWM31 W022 2201

DWM54 W022 6500

SIGNATURE PIECES
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It was in the 19th century that a version 

of waterproofing was created using a 

solvent invented by the Scotsman Charles 

Mackintosh in 1823. Water could now 

run over fabric without soaking it! Now a 

must-have item, the raincoat is constantly 

evolving. 

Once again, the brand offers pieces that 

are trendy, practical and intelligently 

revisited. Water-repellent and reversible, 

they adapt to all your daily activities. 

Ultra-practical, this is a modern look at the 

legendary feminine masculine raincoat 

that can be tailored to suit thanks to its 

adjustable waist. 

Always concerned with longevity, Gérard 

Darel raincoats are designed to guarantee 

their durability, leading to the creation of 

the must-have nylon jacket that combines 

style and quality.

STORM WARNINGS,
RAINCOATS 
ARE NOT FAR OFF! 

DWE04 W016 6301
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SIGNATURE PIECES



In Alaska and Siberia it was originally 

used by the Inuit to protect themselves 

from the polar cold. 

Nowadays it is worn in the city and 

is intended to be multifunctional. An 

iconic piece that the house is constantly 

reinventing, its loose cut and color 

palette make stylish layering easy.

It is practical and comfortable while 

looking cool. 

 

Available in a reversible version lined 

with ultra-soft faux fur or in cotton with 

a removable fur hood in a military spirit, 

a parka means a winter in the warm that 

also ups your fashion quotient!

THE RUGGED
PARKA

SIGNATURE PIECES

DWM24 W019 5000 DWM45 W011 9100
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The iconic tweed fabric was born in the heart 

of the Scottish countryside. Remember Coco 

Chanel’s famous tweed jacket that made it a 

must-have in every woman’s wardrobe. 

It is a fabric of choice that Gerard Darel brings 

up to date every season, adding our own 

touch and making it one of our identity values. 

Timeless and elegant, it is the perfect ally for 

creating a sophisticated and graceful look. 

 

You’ll fall in love with a boxy ecru jacket 

detailed with delicate braids crafted from this 

twill weave fabric (W063). 

The little black jacket with gold buttons get 

a new, modern makeover using suspended 

volume. The touch of silk in the fabric 

composition reinforces its luxury. (W064). 

Finally, in a wrap-around jacket, a dress and a 

skirt, a tweed with a subtle silver thread plays 

with masculine-feminine design (W068)..

TIMELESS 
 TWEED

 DWV24 W068 9100 DWV08 W064 9100
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SIGNATURE PIECES

DWV33 W063 1200



At Gerard Darel, the little black dress is 

always refined. It’s one of those pieces that 

is essential in any wardrobe. By night or by 

day, it can be worn anywhere and in every 

season. This iconic piece is renowned for 

lengthening and refining the silhouette. Its 

effortless chic will add charm to any look.

Redesigned in an easy-care crepe dress that 

can be belted on the waist or as a Moroccan 

crepe shirt, it will surprise you whatever the 

occasion.

THE ESSENTIAL LITTLE 
BLACK DRESS

SIGNATURE PIECES

DWR53 W120 9100FW22-23 12



Symbol of freedom and fluidity with 

pleats that move with the body, the 

permanent pleat skirt can be worn 

whatever the season and adds energy 

to a winter look. 

Darel revisits it in plains and floral 

prints, houndstooth and tie dye.

THE PERMANENT 
PLEAT, 
GRACE AND ELEGANCE
WITH EVERY STEP...

DWJ01W1342801 DWJ08 W194 9100 DWJ11 W190 9100
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SIGNATURE PIECES

DWJ01 W193 6301 DWJ20 W132 9100

WHAT’S NEW: a sequined pleated 

skirt that can be worn for a special 

occasion or made more casual for 

everyday wear with a maxi sweater.



And what if our jacquard pieces were 

the key to a fashionable look! Knitted 

jacquard is the star fabric for the end of 

the year. A must-have motif for several 

generations, it appears on the fall-winter 

catwalk every year. Say goodbye to 

classic knitwear, Gerard Darel jacquard 

sweaters and cardigans use geometric 

patterns that will energize winter 

silhouettes. 

In a fabric this tone-on-tone weave 

adds richness and texture to the 

material. On a little black dress, an 

oversized coat or a chic blouse, it is 

used ingeniously in some of our favorite 

pieces.

WINTER 
JACQUARD

DWU03 W263 9100

DWC34 W128 2100

DWU77 W251 7201

DWR62 W122 2100

SIGNATURE PIECES
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WO43



NEW PRODUCTS 
TO EXPLORE



OVERCOATS YOU’LL LOVE 

FW22-23 16



This fall winter, add some color to your wardrobe, and not just any color, something bright like candy pink or Klein blue. This season’s favorite, 

these oversized coats will boost your look and brighten up your everyday. Wide cut, 3/4 flared sleeves, fluffy textured material, these are 

ultra-desirable pieces that make you look good: to try them is to love them!

DARE SOME COLOR TO BRIGHTEN UP THE WINTER

DWV32 W076 9100 DWV35 W083 5300
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NEW PRODUCTS: OVERCOATS YOU’LL LOVE 



This is the on-trend piece for this season: the overshirt-style jacket!

Not just for casual weekends, this is a real ally for everyday fashion. 

Cut to be oversized with a masculine-feminine spirit, it raises the on-trend quotient of any silhouette. The palette of colors in autumnal 

tones blend with any style. Warmer than a shirt but lighter than a coat, it’s perfect for the start of the season. It can be worn with a dress for 

the evening or with flared jeans for the daytime. Revisited by us with pea coat style pockets in khaki tones.

THE SHIRT JACKET IS UNDENIABLY COOL

DWV25W0615000
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NEW PRODUCTS: OVERCOATS YOU’LL LOVE 



This winter’s trending must-have is a piece that comes direct from South America: a cape like coat that is easy to put on and protects from 

the cold.  Ideal for something a little out of the ordinary, this stylish original piece is reminiscent of the hippie era. Perfect for the start of 

the season, the poncho ingeniously adds warmth to tops with thin sleeves. It is as cozy as it is feminine and drapes beautifully when worn. 

Created in a plaid in autumnal tones, it blends perfectly with both floral and pinstripe prints.

PONCHOS ON SHOW!

DWH28 W298 1701  DWH29 W299 9100
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NEW PRODUCTS: OVERCOATS YOU’LL LOVE 



IRRESISTIBLE KNITS 

FW22-23 20



With its 70s Bohemian charm the lace patterns on this jumper add a touch of style to any look. The openwork knit creates a nuance of 

sophistication. These fine and delicate details place it firmly within the crochet trend. Added to this it is ultra-soft and warm to the touch. 

Once on, you’ll never want to take it off. Just as good with cropped pants and loafers for a masculine-feminine look, as a maxi skirt for a 

bohemian look or with flared cord trousers for a 70’s look.

A BOHEMIAN 70s TOUCH: THE CROCHET STYLE SWEATER

DWU57 W246 1501
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NEW PRODUCTS: IRRESISTIBLE KNITS



More than just a winter sweater, it’s a favorite for this new season: the trompe l’oeil sweater is a perfect way to texture a look, giving the 

appearance of layers by adding a tank top under a sweater. 

It’s very effective and goes with anything, at any time. Made of merino wool, it is warm and comfortable thanks to its thermoregulatory 

qualities.

TWO-IN-ONE: THE TROMPE L’OEIL YOU’LL LOVE

FW22-23 22

NEW PRODUCTS: IRRESISTIBLE KNITS

DWU94 W233 9100



Taking inspiration from traditional Japanese outfits, this season envelop yourself softly in this Kimono cardigan. Cozy and warm, this new 

object of desire tattooed with geometric patterns is a must in the wardrobe of fashionable women. 

Created in a favorite Italian material: this wool and alpaca superfine blend is thick, light and very soft. Its jacquard weave creates a 

contrasting collar and hem. It can be worn belted or not, as desired. 

THE JAPANESE INFLUENCE: THE KIMONO CARDIGAN

DWU26W2622600
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NEW PRODUCTS: IRRESISTIBLE KNITS



NEW LOOKS AT ICONIC STYLES
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An iconic piece from Darel, this new deep green makes the biker’s jacket even more on trend. 

The essential piece in 100% washed lamb leather suddenly becomes the on-trend must-have of this fall. Extremely supple, it’s easy to wear 

and can be added to a maxi dress to energize a bohemian look. And for the middle of winter, slip it under a coat for extra layering.

THE ESSENTIAL BIKER’S JACKET IS AVAILABLE IN GREEN

DWY06 W007 5701
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NEW PRODUCTS: NEW LOOKS AT ICONIC STYLES



The coated cotton and lyocell fabric of these pants make them a favorite for this fall-winter and boost the fashion potential of a look. Much 

softer than the classic coated fabric it offers freedom of movement in style. 

The waist is elasticated and the straight cut lengthens the silhouette. They have the allure of leather that makes any outfit ultra-desirable.

WAXED PANTS, THE MUST-HAVE PANTS!
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NEW PRODUCTS: NEW LOOKS AT ICONIC STYLES

DWP32 W101 9100



DID YOU KNOW?



The signature Gerard Darel double-

s ided wool  (W029) is  made from 

eco-responsible RWS-certified wool. 

RWS (Responsible Wool Standard) is a 

voluntary global standard covering sheep 

welfare and respect for pasture.

W213 parts are made of organic cotton. 

This cotton is produced and certified according to organic 

farming standards. Production is carried out by natural 

processes, without any artificial inputs. This means that organic 

cotton does not use any toxic chemicals or genetically modified 

organisms. And in fact, organic cotton is grown on land that has 

been left for at least three years to remove all toxic residues 

from previously used chemical fertilizers and pesticides. This 

fabric is made from plants that have not been genetically 

modified and it has not been treated with chemicals such 

as laundry detergents, bleaching agents, colors or fragrances. 

Softer and purer, it is perfect for sensitive skin.

In the same eco-responsible vein, our W113 

jeans are made from recycled materials that 

contribute to the fight against textile waste 

and are also part of a circular economy.

RWS

RECYCLED 

ORGANIC COTTON

W029

W113

W213
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DID YOU KNOW?



MADE IN ITALY

R e m e m b e r  t h e 

references!

They are made in Italy: 

a guarantee of artisanal 

quality.

 DWU18 W265 1600  DWU26 W262 2600 DWU21 W259 5501

DWU94 W233 9100 DWU22 W259 5701 DWU92 W250 2100
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